Policy 1800P.2 Procedures for Granting the 20+ Local Legend Award.

The purpose of this award is to give national recognition to the outstanding long term Pony Club volunteer for service at the local or regional level using the following guidelines.

A. Recipients must have volunteered for a local club, center and/or a region for 20 or more years.

B. Clubs, centers and regions may determine any additional criteria for this award.

C. A club, center or regional officer shall notify the National Office of recipients of this award.
   1. The National Office will provide a form to secure the needed pertinent information for the club, center and/or regional evaluation of the nominee and that conforms to any newsletter publishing constraints.

D. In order to provide the deserving national recognition and exposure there is a special pin and a special certificate, signed by the USPC President, available for purchase from the bookstore for presentation to the recipient(s) at an appropriate local or regional occasion.

E. Recipient’s name and pertinent information will be published in the next edition of the Pony Club News or E-news, whichever comes first after the date of the award.